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The Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool gets email backup to a local folder but the built-in email features are user-friendly. If you have multiple email accounts, the tool is designed to save them all. Moreover, the tool
supports compatible email clients, such as Windows Live Mail, Thunderbird and Safari. Worth mentioning is that the utility provides you with the backup option no matter whether you are working on a Mac or Windows OS. The
best part is that it does not require special prerequisites like antivirus programs and firewall in place. If you have GoDaddy emails already, it is time to create a backup, one that makes sure that your data are always
safe and intact. Do not hesitate to check out Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool. Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool – Version 5.5 Review – (95% ) Author: Cigati Date: 2019-11-18 12:33 Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool -
Version 5.5 Review - (95% ) Reviewer: Anonymous Today I am going to review the Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool. I have already purchased this tool several times, on the internet. It's a very nice tool. It's even better,
in my opinion, than the others I used. I will talk about the pros and cons of this tool. ? ? The pros: ? 1)It supports all the email clients for Mac OS and Windows, such as Windows Live Mail, Thunderbird, and Safari. And
the most important thing: you can sync your GoDaddy emails with them.2)It's a very easy tool to use, even for people who have no technical knowledge.3)It's very easy to export your GoDaddy emails to different formats, as
well as to migrate your GoDaddy emails to other email clients.4)The extension supports the latest version of Mac OS X.5)It has a user-friendly interface.6)Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool is very convenient and very
powerful. ? ? The cons: ? 1)It's compatible with Mac OS 10.11 but you have to download iTunes for Mac in order to get the right version of this software.2)It's necessary to purchase the full version in order to use any of
its extensions. ? Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool – Version 5.5 Review – (95% ) Category: Emlback
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- Save your emails into a local folder - Convert emails to any format you desire - Import emails from old emails client to GoDaddy - Convert emails to one archive file or multiple archive files - Search emails from GoDaddy
by date and location - Easily migrate emails to Outlook PST, MBOX, EML, EMLX, CSV, PGP, DOK, HTML, MSG, TXT, MSG, RTF, LIT, PYW, DOC, PDF, MOBI, XML, ZIP, etc. - Save as EMLX, MSG, HTML, TXT, DOC, PDF, ZIP, HTML, MSG, or
PYW - Import from PST, EML, EMLX, PGP, DOC, PDF, RTF, HTML, PYW, CSV, MSG, TXT, MSG, LIT, RTF, MOBI, MBOX, ZIP, HTML, TEXT, DOCX, PDF, PPT, TXT, PYW, GEO and MSG formats - Duplicate, delete, export and download emails -
Import email from GoDaddy, from saved email, from CSV, from HTML - Advanced search - Email filtering - Search by email address, date range, and location - Filter by subject line and headers - Search in contact with or
without attachment - Save as PST, CSV, EMLX, HTML, PYW, DOC, PDF, HTML, TXT, MSG, RTF, PNG, LIT, JPG, GIF, BMP, JPEG, DIVX, MPEG, MOV, MP3, WAV, WMA, AVI, MPG, WMV, MP4, PMP, 3GP, TMP, WPG, SPR, PIFF, MOV, VOX, DAT, RAR,
ZIP, EXE, ASF, FLI, M3U, MAR, M4A, ACD, QTX, FLV, OGG, MP3, M4P, TLH, 3GP, SMK, SVCD, MOV, RM, RMVB, WMA, VOB, ASF, BER, CDA, FMV, FLIC, GEO, ITG, M4V, VIV, 3G2, 3G2, 3GP, 3G2, MKV, QT, RAM, SMS, MES, SIZ 09e8f5149f
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- Supports most of the email clients including Outlook, Thunderbird, Gmail, AOL, and Yahoo; - Allow you to manage all of your emails easily; - Fast to save and load emails as well as data; - Automatically save all of your
emails to "Cigati.com folder"; - Allows you to backup all of your contacts (up to 500 emails); - Free version has limitations but as Cigati.com user, you can upgrade to the premium version with unlimited email backup
quota. For more information and to download Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool, please visit

What's New In?

Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool is an email backup and email data recovery tool that removes the hassle of manual email backups and email data recovery. It has a built-in email data recovery wizard that will directly
guide you through the process of recovering deleted emails in case you have accidentally deleted them. It also gives you the opportunity to choose from different email clients, such as Outlook, Outlook Express,
Thunderbird, AOL and many more. Make your email backups safer with a recovery tool that is easy to use, more efficient than manual backups and takes away a lot of the work. GoDaddy Quickmail Mobile Backup GoDaddy Quickmail
Mobile Backup is an email backup application that is fully integrated into the GoDaddy platform so that you can effortlessly drag and drop your contacts, calendars, email, and other data right into a spreadsheet file,
which can then be used to create a portable database. As you may have already guessed, the app does not make use of offline data and works only in connection with a GoDaddy email account and a Wi-Fi connection. Like any
other email client, GoDaddy Quickmail Mobile Backup is capable of taking a complete backup of all your GoDaddy email messages. All the info that this app wants you to include into the file, such as your contacts, calendar,
appointments, email messages, notes, and the account folder structure, are all readily available for you to take advantage of. GoDaddy Quickmail Mobile Backup Features: As previously mentioned, GoDaddy Quickmail Mobile
Backup is a simple application that lets you backup the Gmail, Yahoo, AOL, Hotmail and Outlook email accounts into a CSV file that has a comprehensive spreadsheet-like interface. So, this tool is designed to be quite easy
to use and is accessible for anyone. In fact, GoDaddy Quickmail Mobile Backup is able to quickly and automatically add several contacts, appointments, and email messages, as well as other types of data that are relevant to
your task. This means that you do not have to manually add the contacts, appointments, email messages, and other data but you can leave that process to the tool. Once you have dragged and dropped your contacts, calendar,
and email messages into the window, which can be accessed using an Android or iOS device, you will see the app then ask you to name the file. Name the file as you please and you will then save the file to your device. As a
plus, this application is integrated with Google Calendar, so you can easily create scheduled appointments and add
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System Requirements For Cigati GoDaddy Email Backup Tool:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i5-6200U (2.5 GHz), Intel Core i5-6500U (3.1 GHz), Intel Core i7-6500U (3.2 GHz), Intel Core
i7-6500U (3.3 GHz), Intel Core i7-6500U (3.4 GHz) Intel Core i5-6200U (2
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